Companions’ Programme

Hamburg
Monday, 07 June, 2010

We take a closer look at the Rickmer
Rickmers, a sailing ship (three masted
bark), permanently moored as a
museum ship, look along the
Landungsbrücken and the old Elbtunnel, an industrial relict (and still in
use), of the early 20th century.
Entrance fee: 3.00 euro

If the tide allows, we go on a harbour tour
and see the channels of the warehouse
district (Speicherstadt).
Fee: 12.00 euro
Meeting point with Steffi: 10:00 at the registration desk

Companions’ Programme

Lüneburg
Tuesday, 08 June, 2010

Our trip to Lüneburg is a day trip. It is 45 km
south-east of Hamburg and the regional train
takes us to one of the best preserved historical
cities of northern Germany.
An English speaking tour guide shows us
through town.
After the walking tour, we explore the city as
we like, rest as we like (there are nice cafes
and restaurants around), and in the afternoon
the train takes us back to Hamburg.
Meeting point with Steffi: 09:00 at the registration desk
The cost of the trip depends on the size of the group:
For a group of 5 persons it is 17.20 euro p.p.
for 10 persons it is 11.40 euro p.p. The more the better!
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Kunsthalle (Museum of Fine Arts)
Thursday, 10 June, 2010

Feel free to visit any exhibition shown –
meeting point afterwards will be the Café
Liebermann at a set time where we enjoy
good cup of coffee.

Afterwards: shopping tour through the scenic shopping malls in the city and
along the inner Alster Lake (optional)
Entrance fee for the Kunsthalle: 10.00 euro
Meeting point with Steffi: 09:00 at the registration desk
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Blankenese
Friday, 11 June, 2010
58 steps, alleyways and paths with 4800 stairs lead through the famous
staircase quarter called Blankenese, which is always worth a tour.
Every visitor will be rewarded with breathtaking views of the Elbe River,
the port and vicinity.
This old fishermen’s and
pirates’ village attracted
many rich merchants
and shipowners in the
19th century. Today, it is
still a thriving quarter where
many prominent people live.

Afterwards, we lunch together at Sagebiehls Fährhaus, a traditional Hamburg
restaurant on top of the hill.
Meeting point: registration desk at 10:00 with Steffi.

